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Why DMSP?

Digital Media is a blend of technology and content;  

Digital media products/experiences are usually created by 
teams of people who have variety of different skills: 
technical skills, artistic skills, project management skills, 
production coordination and analytical skills. 



As Bjork makes apps for iPhones instead of albums (Biophilia, 2011), Marc Jacobs 
pop-up store takes tweets and Instagram posts as payments (CultLdn, 2014). 
Ridley Scott makes films from crowd-sourced material (Life in a day, 2011); within 
days of release, KONY 2012, the Invisible Children’s documentary about Joseph 
Kony, the rebel leader of the Lord’s Resistance Army in Uganda, drew more than 
50 million views on social media platforms and put enormous pressure on 
governments to hunt down the guerrilla leader. Social injustice can be reported 
worldwide with computer software (Ushahidi, 2011). Computer games, such as 
Killbox, raises awareness and critically explores the consequences of drone 
warfare (collaboration between Joseph DeLappe and the Biome Collective, 
Scotland, 2015-16). At the University of Edinburgh, projects involving RFID tags 
are used to develop an Internet of Things (Chris Speed, 2011), and the DMSP’s 
Unwanted Orchestra gets a write up in a fashion magazine (Toys by Eleni 
Konteisiou, 2011). 
It is an important time for digital media, whilst the mainstream moved in on it, 
claiming the once quirky and unstable for themselves, other movements have 
taken off offering masses of people a voice powerful enough to intimidate the 
authorities.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dikvJM__zA4
http://cultldn.com/case-study/daisy-popup-tweet-shop/
http://www.youtube.com/user/lifeinaday
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4MnpzG5Sqc
https://thelede.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/03/09/how-the-kony-video-went-viral/
http://www.ushahidi.com/
http://www.delappe.net/play/killbox/


Contexts
— The city 
— The body 
— The environment 
— Hacking 
— Beyond the desktop 
— Performance and improvisation 
— Installation 
— The web 
— Dataspace



Methods
— Interactive storytelling 

— VR/AR 

— 3D modelling 

— 2D digitisation 

— Digital sound and video 

— Animation  

Etc.



Attitudes

— Independent thinking 

— Technically skilled 

— Expressive with technology 

— Imaginative departures from mainstream or bringing 
ideas from the periphery towards the mainstream 

— Experimental



Values
— Play 

— Provocation and Protest (digital activism) 

— Parameter 

— Precision 

— Process 

— Pleasure



Collaboration 
1+1=3



Collaborative creativity
Collaboration requires ‘the ability to be mutually vulnerable. […] [Y]ou have 
to take each other to the edge of what you individually thought you were 
capable of’ (Meill & Littleton, 2004:47). 

An example - improvisation - ‘unpredictable and emergent and involves 
processes of intersubjectivity and complex communication’ (Sawyer, cited 
in John-Steiner, 2006:29) 

The widespread use of the Internet and collaborative softwares have 
‘creat[ed] a sense of continuous virtual presence and availability whenever 
needed’ (De Laat & Lally, cited in John-Steiner, 2006: xvii)  



‘The problem is simply too big for a single creative genius 
to solve. Therefore, we need a collective creative effort at 
the global level to solve our problems. […] Ideas and 
insights at any level are there to be used by all of the 
inhabitants of the earth.’  

(Family, cited in John-Steiner, 2006: xvii)



Stages / process
       Identifying key objectives and themes 
                                                                                               Setting an intention 
                                                Design a brief 
                                                                                               Define the scope 
             Identify skillsets within your group 
                                                                                               Define roles and responsibilities  
                                              Check timeline            
                                                                                               Check what resources are available 
Create plan, break it down into small steps 
                                                                                               Monitor progress 
                                    Document everything 
                                                                                               Keep everyone looped in





• Week 2: Workshop: Concepting and Briefs (More Yum, AS, MP, JR) 

• Week 3: Workshops 1 (see calendar for timings) 
              Tutorials 

• Week 4: Tutorials 

• Week 5: Workshops 1 (see calendar for timings) 
              Tutorials 

• 18th February, Submission 1 deadline 
Innovative Learning Week  

• Week 6: Tutorials (More Yum, AS, MP) 

• Week 7: Workshops 2 
              Tutorials 

• Week 8: Workshops 2 
              Tutorials 

• Weeks 9 & 10: Preview morning with feedback 

• 1-5th April: Exhibition Week 

• 29th April, Submission 2 deadline



Submissions

Submission 1 (30%)  
A group submission 

Submission 2 (60%)  
group submission—the completed project materials and documentation of its final 
presentation 

Blog site contributions 10% 



Peer group assessment 
WebPA
You are asked to rate each other 1-5 on the following categories: 

Contribution
Covers the overall effort put in by an individual during the 
Semester. 

Organisation
Covers skills in self-organisation and the ability to organise others. 
It also covers planning, setting targets, establishing ground rules 
and keeping to deadlines. 

Communication
Covers effectiveness in meetings, clarity of work submitted to the 
group, negotiation with the group, communication between 
meetings and providing feedback. 

Co-operation
Covers attendance at meetings, contribution to meetings, carrying 
out of designated tasks, dealing with problems. 

Enthusiasm Covers motivation, creativity and initiative during the project. 



Workshops 
— Documentation 
Dave House
30 Jan 1-3pm | 6 March 1-3pm

— Understanding objects 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia
30 Jan 2-4pm | 6 March 2-4pm

—Supercollider  
Marcin Pietrewsewski
30 Jan 3-5pm | 6 March 3-5pm

— Lidar scanning  
Asad Kahn
13 Feb 1-3pm | 13 March 1-3pm

— Staging and using space 
Roxanna Karam
13 Feb 2-4pm | 13 March 2-4pm
 

— Blockchain workshop 
Jack Walker
13 Feb 3-4pm | 13 March 3-5pm



Exhibition week 
(1-5th April)

Sculpture Court (Thur and Fri)
St Cecilia’s (Wed, Thur, Fri)
Alison House atrium / Sound lab

Watch this space…



Immediate tasks
	Submit your project preferences by tomorrow, 4pm Friday 
18th January 

	When deciding on your preferred projects, make some notes 
about what excites you, what you imagine could happen.  

	Project groups announced Monday: make contact with each 
other as soon as you can  

	Collect ideas / create a mood-board / look for inspiration / 
go to exhibitions / check our project archives



For next week…
— Write three things that excite you about this project/ course.  

— What do you want to achieve in this project?  

— What do you need to achieve these things? (specific technology, knowledge, 
character)  

— Write what are the things that you want/ need to learn in this project? (how to 
use particular technology, working with others, doing practice based research etc.)  

— What are the things you don’t want to do in this project? 

— What are the things you already know and you hope to implement in this 

project?  

— Where do you think this project will take you?  

Bring these notes with you next Thursday


